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ABSTRACT 
During the 20th century, the urban settlements has undergone tremendous and essential changes in 
Nanjing city. XiaoSongTao (XST) Xiang Block, as a traditional settlement in old Nanjing city exists 
large numbers of urban housing projects built in different periods, including the most prosperous 
time of the Republic of China (1927–1937), the centrally planned economy period of the People’s 
Republic of China (1949–1978) and the socialistic market economy period following the 
“domestic reform and opening up” policy (1978–), which is a rare and great sample for the 
modern and contemporary Chinese urban housing study. This paper has investigated the typology 
and morphology of urban housing projects, accompanying with the political, economic, social, 
technical elements that influence the transition, what’s more, the corresponding interdependent 
land property structure during each historical period in XST in order to understand the mechanisms 
between urban housing and land property structure in 20th century, Nanjing. Taken the Italian 
typomorphology approach, it has explored the transition of urban housing, widens morphological 
knowledge and complements the contribution of Italian School to Chinese urban historical- 
geographical investigation.  
Key words: urban housing, land property structure, morphology and typology, transitional 
mechanism 
INTRODUCTION  
Nanjing is an old city with almost 2500-year history since it firstly founded by King Gou Jian of Yue 
in 472 BC, which has experienced the rise and fall of ten dynasties and hundreds of generations. 
Entering the 20th century, Nanjing has been the national capital of the Republic of China (1912–
49) and provincial capital of Jiangsu Province since 1949, which always maintains its role as one 
of the important big cities in China, went through urban transition from tradition to modernity. 
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The XST Area is an example of the 20th century planning of Nanjing as Capital of the Republic of 
China during the so- called Nanjing Decade (1927–1937), with its high cultural and historical 
value in morphological, environmental, social and economic asset. It is a hybrid area, mixed with 
commercial buildings, office buildings, public facilities and housing inside.  Located in the center of 
the old city of Nanjing, it is connected to the Confucius Temple in the south and the Presidential 
Palace and Xuanwu Lake in the north. The surrounding area is 1 km away from the city's important 
cultural buildings, high-rise office buildings and the Xinjiekou central commercial area with frequent 
communication and high regional vibrancy. Enclosed by the commercial buildings along the 
boundaries of the blocks, the inside housing projects initially built up for the middle/ upper class 
and the staff of “Danwei” with high quality, which have been mostly used by lower-incoming labor 
in poor living condition nowadays. Based on the former researches, this study has focused on the 
analysis of the northern block of XST Area (Figure 1).  
METHODOLOGY  
During the fall semester of 2018, Prof. Li Bao from SEU with Prof. Marco Trisciuoglio from PoliTo co- 
organized Joint Studio as part of the series study on “TRANSITIONAL MORPHOLOGIES: 
Contemporary Settlement Patterns in China”. With the Italian typo-morphological approach, students 
have done detailed survey of each corner in the XST Block and drawn the typological map of the 
whole area. 
Based on the aerial photographs, satellite images, land use maps of different years, cadastral plans 
(1937, 2018), the newly-drawn typological map (2018), related construction documents and 
investigation in-situ, a typomorphological transition of urban housing together with interactive land 
property structure can be compiled. 
TRANSITIONAL URBAN HOUSING TYPOMORPHOLOGY 
Many authors have revealed that urban housing constitutes a great significance to the city, for it 
not only represents the most amount of urban artifact and relates closely to citizen’s everyday life, 
but also records the interaction of political, economic, social, technical and other factors, filtering 
Figure 1. Research area and its location in Nanjing. Source: Google image from 2018 and land- use map of 2018 from the 
Nanjing Planning Bureau. 
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the urban space from public to private. As for XST Block, one of the main characters is that it 
locates diversified housing typologies built in different periods of 20th century.  
Sine the National Government established Nanjing as its capital in 1912, the urban population has 
been in a sharp increase, leading to a serious housing shortage. Therefore, the government set out 
a series of urban housing policies, including establishing public housing system by government and 
encouraging private housing projects, with varied housing supply methods (agents) during this 
period ranged from governments, enterprises, real estate companies, financial institutions and 
construction companies to important military or political people and private individuals etc. 
As a traditional residential area located in the old city, XST followed the corresponding strategies 
such as The City Plan of Nanking (1929), which was to be gradually reformed in small- scale sites 
of old city to meet the living needs of modern people, differentiated from the large- scale 
construction in newly developed areas. It underwent transitions in a traditional way with new urban 
housing typologies imbedded and constructed by individuals/ families/ corporate entities during 
1927–37, No.76 Tai-ping South Road, which used to be called Jian-Fu Li (Figure 2- a) and Zhong-
Nong Li Residential Area (Figure 2- b) are two typical housing built in this period, with the former 
constructed by private cooperative and later by a financial institute-bank.   
Figure 2. Main housing typologies located inside XST constructed during three different periods of 20th century. 
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Two urban housing typologies existed in Jian-Fu Li are detached housing and apartment housing 
(including both unit–type and corridor–type). Four detached houses and two apartments were 
formed into a living community together with collective spaces in-between, of which the corridor-
type apartment was used for renting by room while the unit–type was sold to middle-class family by 
household in 1927–37. During the Second Sino–Japanese War (1937–45), these apartments 
were occupied by Japanese, with the corridor–type changed into brothel. After the war, both of 
the apartments were used as staff dormitory and shelter before 1949. Meanwhile, the four 
detached houses in the north were mainly used for private families of which the amount in each 
building changed over different periods.  
Also built in this period, Zhong-Nong Li was invested and constructed by the Nanjing branch of 
Chinese Agriculture Bank, used as a residential area for its bank staff. In order to maximize the land 
utilization, the site was arranged in a determinant layout, with the main lane being the extension of 
XST alley, bounded by which two types of terraced housing have been built, including eight terraced 
houses with patio transversely in the east and four terraced courtyard housing in the western 
longitudinal direction. 
Both of the residential areas were constructed in brick load-bearing wall system, with double pitched 
roof structured in wood truss, which have been developed and constructed entirely before rented or 
sold to individuals. With the family structure miniaturized in modern period, people’s needs for better 
living environment were strengthened accompanied by housing functions completed gradually and 
housing typology changed from traditional inner courtyard house to western extroverted one. 
Since the P.R. China established in 1949, it has gone through a planned economic period, which 
gradually disintegrated with the Reform and Opening-up Policy provided in 1978. During this time, 
urban housing was constructed following the policy of Danwei welfare housing system, which cannot 
be rent or sold. As a traditional district, XST was lack of construction in this period, for several 
important public and residential areas built before have been kept and used well, only left with small 
areas which were not suitable for large-scale Danwei’s development. Only a few small houses were 
built along streets with stores at ground or front, and some new courtyard houses were added inside 
the existing residential area to enlarge its living space. 
Since 1994, urban housing policy has been accordingly changed from welfare to marketization-
oriented, forming a market-leading system which encourages residential consumption, investment and 
transaction, with multiple supply agents including state, local governments, companies and personal 
investors. Due to the large growth of urban population leading to the shortage of housing and 
minimized family structure mainly influenced by family planning policy started in 1982, the apartment 
housing typology has been largely adopted. Similar with the Republic of China period, two types 
(Unit–type and Corridor–type) of apartment housing were built in XST during this time (1978–2000), 
most of which were south-north oriented to ensure adequate sun light, only left with two east-west 
oriented apartments along commercial streets which were composed of stores in ground floor and 
living spaces in upper floors. As the result of the small- scale sites, all the urban housing projects were 
constituted of a single apartment housing with inner alley or yard space, which didn’t form into 
medium- scale communities like Zhong-Nong Li and Jian-Fu Li. What’s more, three two-floor terraced 
houses of Zhong-Nong Li have been demolished to construct two four-floor Unit–type apartments and 
a one-floor terraced housing, so as to increase the number of households of the hospital staff 
residential area. Meanwhile, as the result of concrete’s popularity as a building material and the 
improvement of construction technology, these apartments were mostly built in concrete frame 
structure.  
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Although in marketization period, urban housing in XST were still initially built and supplied by 
Danwei, then sold to their staff in low price aiming at encouraging the progressive marketization. 
Now these apartments have already been commercial housing which can be transacted. Such 
transition reveals that the reform of urban housing exists a certain delay during the transitional period,  
Figure 3. Elements that influence the urban housing during three different periods of 20th century in XST District. 
which needs a balanced adjustment of the progressively introduced policies and current urban living 
status. 
TRANSITIONAL LAND PROPERTY STRUCTURE 
As several articles (Kropf, 2018) have discussed, the units of property show human activities (uses) 
and relations between physical forms and human control, which is an intangible claim limiting the 
shape of the tangible physical form including urban housing. According to the cadastral map (1937)，
thirty- seven plots have been located in XST, with twenty- two distributed along the most flourish 
commercial street–Tai-ping South Road. In order to enlarge the economic benefits, these small plots 
privately owned are often shown with small width and large depth. While in the cadastral map 
(2018), the number of plots has added 8 into 45. Although many previous small plots have been 
merged into larger ones for the development of multi- stories apartments, institutions and companies, 
there still exists a large plot along You Fu West Street divided into smaller parts following the depth 
of the original plot based on the physical boundary of previous courtyard house and others 
separated into smaller ones used by individual people or companies. 
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Figure 4. Main residential sites 
can be set in the map through 
diachronic research: (a) set sites 
with housing inside in the 
typological map overlapped 
with cadastral plan (2018); (b) 
building block plan (1929) 
overlapped with cadastral plan 
(1937); (c) overlapped 
cadastral plan of 1937 and 
2018. 
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Compared the cadastral maps of 1937 and 2018, it can be found out that although each plot has 
changed partly, there exists a medium layer in-between the level of district and plot, staying almost 
unchanged, composed of one or more plots, which can be called as “site”. Since the land ownership 
has been changed from private to public after 1949 with land use right can be transferred until 1978, 
it is worth pointing out that though both maps were drawn in similar methods, they represent two 
different rights of land property, with the 1937’s of land ownership and 2018’s of land use right. 
Based on the typological map overlapped with cadastral map (2018), seven main housing sites with 
at least one urban housing project inside (A–G) and five non- residential sites (1–5) can be set 
divided by the property boundary (Figure 4). Through the investigation of each site’s inner plot 
quantity, property/ physical boundary and allocated land ownership/ use right, the transitional 
process of urban housing combined with land structure system can be revealed. 
Among these seven housing sites, the property boundary of A, B, E, F and G are basically unchanged, 
with the quantities of plots in Site B and G lessen, while E and F’s increased. Only Site A remains 
one single plot unchanged, though its property varied from private ownership to public with land use 
right belonging to military at present. Both Site B and G are composed of one or more large plots 
which were merged by several smaller plots along streets in 1937, in order to construct collective 
urban housing and office buildings. The northwestern plot of Site E in 1937 has been separated into 
7 smaller plots used by individual people mainly during 1949–78, with the previous lane in-between 
two plots vanished and one inner irregular yard formed. As for Site F, the northeastern plot in 1937 
has been separated into two, of which the eastern plot is used for military’s hospital staff housing 
since 1990s, while the two south- western plots’ use right owned by the district real estate company 
with the main lane changed from private owned into public used.  
Meanwhile, there also exist Site C and D of which property boundaries have been changed with the 
inner plots increased. Site C was consisted of one private land-ownership plot for office in 1937, 
later the eastern boundary has been set back to west in order to enlarge the plot used by 
kindergarten and the southern part has been extended to the existing housing’s southern edge with 
three plots included. As for Site D (located in the central area of XST) seen from the aerial image in 
1929 (Figure 5- a), the land has been a cultivated field of which the property boundary was formed 
Figure 5. The transition of Site D: (a) aerial 
image (1929) with cultivated land in the 
center; (b) cadastral plan (1937) with 
boundary formed by surrounding plots; (c) 
overlapped cadastral plan of 1937 and 
2018 in Typological map (2018).  
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by the surrounding plots along the streets (Figure 5- b). During 1931-37, the plot has been rent and 
developed by Jian Chi and Fu Chi’s investors cooperatively to build a residential area called Jian Fu 
Li as a middle-class community. Since the land was owned by Hunan Property Custody Committee in 
Nanjing and the newly built urban housing was owned by the small/ medium real estate investors, 
of which the ownership of land and building were separated, forming a typical urban housing 
developing mode based on private land-ownership during Republic of China. Later, as the result of 
the southeastern area occupied by Xing Gong Hotel since 1980s, in order to build a new north-south 
oriented hotel inside the block, the southern property boundary of Site D has been pulled back to 
the southern edge of its apartment housing, left with a public property lane in-between the housing 
and hotel in legal. However, the physical boundary of this site has been extended to the northern 
wall of the hotel with which functional buildings added along that has changed the public alley into 
private use physically by residents (Figure 5- c). The diachronic comparison of property boundaries 
and synchronic tension between property and physical boundary jointly reveal the transition of urban 
housing in XST comprehensively. 
CONCLUSION 
During 20th century, with the urban land- ownership policy changed from private to public and many 
factors concerning political, economic, social and technical etc. developed mainly in three periods 
(1927–1937, 1949–78, 1978–2000), urban housing typology and morphology in XST district has 
been in transition together with its land property structure, forming an interdependent relationship 
and interactive mechanism. The plot always remained as a fundamental element for the development 
of urban housing. Meanwhile, the different urban housing projects also influenced the land structure 
accordingly. Although this study is essentially focused on the traditional settlement of China, it 
explores a perspective of taking Italian Typomorphological method to investigate the transitional 
relationship between urban housing and land property in detail even in a public land system. It 
widens the contribution of Italian School, what’s more, provides a reference for Chinese urban 
housing development and innovation combined with land system in the future.  
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